
The True Cost is a groundbreaking documentary film that pulls back the curtain on the 
untold story and asks us to consider, who really pays the price for our clothing? Filmed in 
countries all over the world, from the brightest runways to the darkest slums, and featur-
ing interviews with the world’s leading influencers including Stella McCartney, Livia Firth 
and Vandana Shiva, The True Cost is an unprecedented project that invites us on an 
eye opening journey around the world and into the lives of the many people and places 
behind our clothes. Director: Andrew Morgan. 

THE TRUE COST
2015 | 93 MINS | PG

Friday November 6 at 7:00PM
BANDWIDTH THEATRE / 585 ELLICE AVENUE

TWO RAGING GRANNIES
2013 | 79 MIN | G
Director: Håvard Bustnes
This documentary challenges the idea that we must continue to 
shop, consume, amass, and keep the economy growing. Armed with 
courage, humor, Shirley and Hinda take to cities and towns across 
the US to engage everyone from the recently homeless to university 
students to growth economists and Wall Street tycoons.

VENUE 2 / RM 1L12
THE MALAGASY WAY
2014 | 84 MIN | G
Director: Lova Nantenaina 
“The Chinese make everything and the Malagasy fix everything.” 
The people of Madagascar pride themselves on producing things 
out of nothing. A return to a conservationist lifestyle that encourages 
recycling, fraternity and self-reliance makes perfect sense. Will the 
world pay attention?

VENUE 3 / RM 1L13
THE MAN WHO STOPPED THE DESERT
2010 | 64 MIN | G 
Directors: Mark Dodd
In the early 1970s, desertification creot southward between the 
Sahara Desert and tropical Africa. While most people fled, one farmer 
decided to revive and adapt an ancient farming technique, Zai, and 
began to grow crops successfully on abandoned land. Many thought 
his ideas were crazy. Over time, his successes became legendary.

VENUE 4/ RM 4M31
ABOVE ALL ELSE
2014 | 95 MIN | PG
Director: John Fiege Executive Producer: Daryl Hannah 
An intimate portrait of a group of landowners and activists in East 
Texas who take peaceful direct action to stop construction of the 
Keystone XL pipeline, a multi-billion dollar project slated to carry tar 
sands oil from Canada to refineries in Texas. 

STEPHEN LEWIS FOUNDATION & AFRICAN GRANDMOTHERS 
TRIBUNAL
2014 | 43 MIN | G
Directors: Neal Hicks & Lee Waldorf
Discussion: ~30 min.
This moving documentary  shines a light on the urgent need 
to provide better protection for the human rights of African 
grandmothers, the primary caregivers for a large number of children 
left orphaned and vulnerable by HIV and AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa. 
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VENUE 2 / RM 1L12
KOCH BROTHERS EXPOSED
2014 | 60 MIN | PG
Director: Robert Greenwald
The film tells stories about the political machinations of billionaire brothers 
Charles and David Koch who have spent hundreds of millions of dollars to 
influence US politicians to pass laws in line with their extreme Libertarian 
ideology, often with heartbreaking consequences for others. They have 
financial interests in the tar sands and generously fund right wing climate 
change deniers. 

VENUE 3 / RM 1L13
REVOLUTIONARY OPTIMISTS
2014 | 54 MIN | G
Directors: Nicole Newnham & Maren Grainger-Monsen 
Look into the world of two 11-year olds with no access to clean drinking 
water, a girl forced to labour in a brick-making operation, and a teenage 
dancer on the precipice of accepting early marriage to escape from her 
abusive family.  Lawyer Amlan Ganguly,  empowers them to transform their 
own neighbourhoods and lives as they organize to get clean water, go to 
school, reduce malaria infections and learn to dance. 

VENUE 4/ RM 4M31
ALIVE INSIDE
2013 | 78 MIN | PG
Director: Michael Rossato-Bennett
A joyous cinematic exploration of music’s capacity to reawaken our 
souls and uncover the deepest parts of our humanity. Rossato-Bennett 
chronicles the astonishing experiences of individuals in the US who have 
been revitalized through the simple experience of listening to music. 

VENUE 1 / RM 1L11
SOFT VENGENCE: ALBIE SACHS AND THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA
2013 | 84 MIN | PG
Director: Abby Ginzberg
Albie Sachs, a lawyer defending anti-apartheid activists in South Africa,  
was imprisoned and tortured in solitary confinement, then forced into exile. 
In 1988 he was blown up by a car bomb set by the South African security 
forces, costing him his right arm and the sight of one eye.  He wondered 
what kind of country it would be if it were filled with people who were blind 
and without arms.

VENUE 2 / RM 1L12
A DANGEROUS GAME
2014 | 90 MIN | PG
Director: Anthony Baxter
Sequel to the documentary You’ve Been Trumped!, this film is about 
the environmental, cultural, historical and human costs of golf, a game 
hijacked by the rich and  powerful. Documenting the stories of people who 
are standing up against developer tycoons like Donald Trump, this film 
clearly shows how economics, politics, human rights, and the environment 
intersect.

VENUE 1 / RM 1L11

10:00-11:45

1:30-3:00PM

www.GlobalJusticeFilmFestival.ca             (204)  987 - 6420

12:00-1:15PM
VENUE 1 / RM 1L11

Indicates special guest speaker following film*

*

*



VENUE 4/ RM 4M31
JUST EAT IT: A FOOD WASTE STORY, 2014 | 74 MIN. | G
Directors: Grant Baldwin & Jenny Rustmeyer
We all love food, so how could we possibly be throwing away nearly half 
of it? This film dives into the issue of waste from farm and retail, all the 
way to the back of their own fridge. Baldwin and Rustmeyer pledge to 
quit grocery shopping cold turkey and survive only on foods that would 
otherwise be thrown away.

VENUE 1 / RM 1L11
BRINGING IT HOME
2013 | 53 MIN | G
Directors: Linda Booker & Blaire Johnson
A father’s search to find the healthiest building materials leads him to 
the completion of the first hemp house in the US. Industrial hemp is a 
non-psychoactive plant that provides the raw materials for thousands of 
sustainable products which can improve nutrition, stop deforestation and 
offer hope in a time of  global warming.

VENUE 2 / RM 1L12 
MARMATO
2014 | 88 MIN | PG
Director: Mark Gieco
Marmato, a mining town with over 500 years of mining history estimated 
to be worth 20 billion dollars, is being mined in traditional ways by the 
locals who risk their lives daily. When the Colombian government opens 
the mining industry to foreign investment in 2006, a Canadian company, 
Medoro, promptly buys up 88% of the mines in the area and initiates an 
allegedly “eco-friendly” open-pit mining scheme that entails mass reloca-
tion of homes. Filmed over six years.

VENUE 3 / RM 1L13
BECOMING BULLETPROOF
2014 | 82 MIN | PG
Director: Michael Barnett 
Joy and persistence triumph over adversity in this award-winning docu-
mentary about a diverse group of people from across North America who 
come together in a camp every year to make a Western movie. This is 
not the story of disability; it is our story of who we are or may become.  

VENUE 4/ RM 4M31
AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY: THE EVOLUTION OF GRACE LEE 
BOGGS
2013 | 88 MIN | PG
Director: Grace Lee
Grace Lee Boggs is a 99-year-old Chinese American writer, activist, and 
philosopher.  Rooted for more than 70 years in the African American 
movement, Lee’s lifetime of vital thinking and action traverses major U.S. 
social movements of the last century; from labour to civil rights, to Black 
Power, feminism, the Asian American and environmental justice move-
ments and beyond.

Directors: Travis Rummel & Ben Knight
This powerful film odyssey across the US explores 
the sea change in attitude from pride in big dams 
as engineering wonders to the growing awareness that our own future 
is bound to the life and health of our rivers. Dam removal has gained 
acceptability.  Where obsolete dams come down, rivers bound back 
to life, giving salmon and other wild fish the right of return to primeval 
spawning grounds after decades without access. Restoring rivers helps 
to preserve tribal customs, recover fish stocks, revitalize waterfronts, 
improve recreational opportunities and render watersheds more resilient 
to climate change. 

Featuring PEG SHORTS produced by: IISD & The United Way

VENUE 3 / RM 1L13
SHAMELESS PROGPAGANDA
2014 | 72 MIN | PG
Director: Robert Lower
This  film examines its own genre, the documentary, which has often 
been called Canada’s national art form. Shameless Propaganda is 
Lower’s take on the propaganda effort in in which founding NFB Com-
missioner John Grierson saw the documentary as a “hammer to shape 
society”. Lower recreates the picture of Canada they gave us until 1945, 
and looks for the Canada we know today.

VENUE 4/ RM 4M31
ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
2014 | 85 MIN | PG
Directors: Lia Tarachansky
Tarachansky grew up in Israel’s largest settlement, Ariel. When the sec-
ond Intifadah broke out in 2000 her family moved to Canada where, for 
the first time, she met Palestinians and heard their stories. Tarachansky 
looks at Israelis’ collective amnesia of the fateful events of 1948 when 
the state of Israel was born and hundreds of thousands of  Palestinians 
became refugees

VENUE 1 / RM 1L11
REACHING BLUE: FINDING HOPE BENEATH THE SURFACE
2014 | 22 MIN | G
Directors: Ian Hinklle & Andy Robertson
An oyster farmer, a writer and an ocean scientist share their thoughts 
about a coastal way of life under threat, where stories from our past give 
the inspiration to face the challenges of the future. 

TREADING WATER
2014 | 48 MIN | PG 
Directors: Janelle Wookey & Jérémie Wookey
Treading Water looks at the unexpected, untold story of the evacuees 
behind the 2011 Manitoba flood, when First Nation people were forced 
from their homes after artificially diverted floodwater swamped their com-
munities to save the city of Winnipeg and other major urban centers.

VENUE 2 / RM 1L12 
THE VOICE OF SEEDS
2011 | 31 MIN | G
Director: Rodrigo Otero Heraud
Andean farmers eloquently express their feelings towards their seeds 
which they have been nurturing for several thousand years, and what 
they think of GMOs.  

DEFENSORA
2013 | 40 MIN | PG
Director: Rachel Schmidt
Defensora is a documentary about  Mayan Q’eqchi’ resistance against 
mining in Guatemala. The story is set along the shores of Lake Izabal 
where a nickel mining company has operated for over 50 years. Defend-
ers in the resistance struggle to reclaim their ancestral lands. 

VENUE 3 / RM 1L13
CONNECTED BY COFFEE
2014 | 70 MIN | PG
Directors: Aaron & Chelsea Dennis
The film  follows two North American coffee roasters on a journey across 
Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua to listen to the stories 
of the people who grow their coffee. This film serves as a starting point 
to educate coffee drinkers about the basics of fair trade, cooperatives, 
social justice, shade grown, organic, the conflict in fair trade.

 Saturday night 7PM Lockhart hall
 DAMNATION 2014|88 MINS | PG 

3:15-4:30PM

4:45-6PM

*


